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above: Without many frills but a large
planter with succulents, the home’s façade
reflects the ornamentation-free architecture of Alys Beach.

right: The house revolves around a peaceful center courtyard that boasts a plunge
pool, fountains, and a lounge area. French
doors lead to the living room and are often
left open during cool months.

left:

A large gray sectional with seafoam green pillows and two swivel
chairs from McAlpine’s furniture line make the living room a comfortable space where family can gather. Sheer curtains add softness to the
area, making it a peaceful spot to unwind after a day at the beach.

below:

Just inside the front door is an interior alcove that was turned
into a seating area. “The family leaves the front door open and sits
there,” says designer Ray Booth. “One of the great things about the
community is that there are always people walking by.”

ONE OF THE POSITIVE things to come out of the pandemic is that it reminded
most of us of how healing connecting to nature is. When it all got to be too much and no
electronic screen could assuage us, it was a stroll in the park, a walk on the beach, or a
hike through the mountains that helped millions maintain their sanity. For homeowners
with means, it was a time to seriously consider the location of a second home, and that
right-outside-the-door commune with nature became a most appealing selling point.
		
That was exactly the case with a Nashville couple who were determined to
purchase a property in Florida that they could escape to easily. They found their place in
the sun in the form of a 4,000-square-foot house that fit all their criteria in Alys Beach,
the New Urbanist community in the Florida Panhandle known for white sand dunes,
blue waters, and green infrastructure everywhere you look.
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When it was time to hire professional design help, they enlisted Ray Booth, a fellow
Nashville resident who’s nationally renowned, and with whom they had worked before.
“The family is as lovely as they could possibly be,” says the architect/designer. “I’ve
had a long-standing relationship with them, and they’re kind, gracious people, just the
quintessential Southern family.” Booth, who recently released his first book, Evocative
Interiors, with Rizzoli, knew from previous experience that whatever he created would
have to be defined by a fun, contemporary edge, so he set about conjuring up a joyful
home for them by fusing modern lines with wood, stone, and other natural elements. In
spirit with Alys Beach’s manifesto, the outside would be brought in, and the inside would
spill out.
All of Booth’s projects start with asking what the end result should look like. From

Kelly Wearstler wallpaper and a large
wicker lighting fixture in the upstairs sitting
room help create a cozy conversation
area. The custom sofa is long enough to
allow guests to sleep toe to toe, while the
sculptural black sand coffee table provides
movement and more visual interest to what
Booth describes as “a tight little room.”

there, he finds objects that fulfill that
answer, and inform future decisions
along the way. This one was no different.
“[The design process] is never about
things having to look a certain way,” he
says. “We have a general feel for what we
need to accomplish. When you follow that
feeling, the decisions become easy.”
Because the home is on the beach,
Booth didn’t want the furnishings to
be too precious. He sought comfortable
pieces that the family could pile onto
without worrying about stains or spills.
“We knew the house was not just a beach
house,” says Booth. “It’s temperate on the
Panhandle, and we knew they would be
going there year-round. For us, that led
to using palettes that were not beachy,
but that transcended the seasons, and
offered warmth and comfort all year.” In
came grays and gray-greens instead of
cliché summery whites, and accessories
that added layered complexity.
Although most of the house is
saturated in interesting neutrals, Booth
used the bedrooms as an opportunity

above: Just off the bedrooms is an upstairs bar
that’s adjacent to a second-floor porch. “It’s a fun
little area to have upstairs, and a good place to
have a cocktail at the end of the day,” says Booth.

right: Booth designed a custom banquette for
the dining room to give it a relaxed feel. “[The
banquette] becomes a perch, where you can pull
out a laptop and work, or dine,” he says.
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Booth opted for extensive lavender draperies in the
master bedroom to envelop the space with a calming,
soft hue. Elegant white linens and pale furnishings
add to the serene ambiance, while a shell chandelier
reminds us of the home’s beach location.

left:

“Part of the goal in the master bath
was to create a spa-like space,” says
Booth. “By using drapery and furnishings,
we created an intimacy and comfort to
this space. The daughter can come in as
her mother is getting ready for an event
and talk to her in this sweet little space.”

above left: Booth believes drapery isn’t
strictly for windows. It’s a softening
device that creates a little bit of theater.
Here, Booth uses it instead of a barn
door to separate the master bath from
the master bedroom.
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to get playful with color, and nowhere is this more apparent than in the master suite
and its lavender palette. “If you think about the inside of a seashell, you have this soft
pearlescent color that became the inspiration for this room,” says Booth. “It’s quiet,
calm, and ethereal, and has a real visual interest to it.”
The nine-month project went relatively smoothly despite some of the COVIDrelated delivery delays. In terms of furniture, some of the pieces were sourced
online, while others were custom creations using the firm’s upholstery shops and
woodworkers. Free rein from the homeowners meant there were no holdups due to
differing opinions, and a successful end result, just as Booth had envisioned.
As for the family’s reaction after the big reveal? “They just love it,” says Booth.
“They’re happy as clams.”

right: The outdoor kitchen and lounge is used rather often, and
is one more example of the family’s love for alfresco living.

below:

“The kitchen bar becomes a great gathering device for
the room,” says Booth. Reflective white plaster walls are offset
by celadon-gray cabinets, and a dark kitchen island to provide
a range of color and contrast.

SOURCES
COURTYARD
Lounge chairs – Four Hands, Houston, TX
Drink table – Serena & Lily, Atlanta, GA
Pool designed by Horton Land Works, Freeport,
FL, and fabricated by Pool Man Jeff,
Panama City Beach, FL
LIVING ROOM
Sofa – Avery Boardman, New York, NY
Pillows – Marie Smith, Drapes of Distinction,
Nashville, TN
Club chairs – Hickory Chair by Ray Booth, High
Point, NC
Ottoman – Hickory Chair, High Point, NC
Side table – Noir, J Douglas, Atlanta, GA
Drink table – Restoration Hardware, rh.com
Buffet – CFC, J Douglas, Atlanta, GA
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Chandelier – Rejuventation, New York, NY
Drapery fabric – Angela Brown, New York, NY
Area rug – Merida, Boston, MA
ENTRY
Planter – Clay 30A, Santa Rosa Beach, FL
Side table – Club Cu, High Point, NC
Wall art – Arhaus, arhaus.com
CONVERSATION AREA
Sofa custom designed by McAlpine, Nashville, TN,
and fabricated by Bjork Studio, Atlanta, GA
Pillows – Marie Smith, Drapes of Distinction,
Nashville, TN
Club chairs – Cisco Brothers, City of
Commerce, CA
Wicker chair – Sika Design, Minneapolis, MN
Cocktail table – Club CU, High Point, NC
Buffet – Chelsea Editions, New York, NY

Lamp – Regina Andrews, Riverview, MI
Sconce – Visual Comfort, visualcomfort.com
Hanging light – Currey and Company, Atlanta, GA
Wall covering – Kelly Wearstler, Lee Jofa,
Hauppauge, NY
Artwork – Natural Curiosities, Chatsworth, CA
Area rug – Dash & Albert, Dallas, TX		
UPSTAIRS BAR
Cabinetry designed by Alys Beach Interior Design,
Alys Beach, FL, and fabricated by Grimes Cabinets
LLC, Biloxi, MS
Shelving custom designed by McAlpine, Nashville,
TN, and fabricated by PJ Maxwell, Nashville, TN
and Roger Gramm, Just Plane Wood, Nashville, TN
Pendant lighting – Arteriors designed by Ray
Booth, Lewisville, TX
Wicker chair – Made Goods, City of Industry, CA

DINING AREA
Table custom designed by McAlpine, Nashville,
TN, and fabricated by MDM Design Studio,
Birmingham, AL
Chairs – Harbour Outdoor, New York, NY
Banquette custom designed by McAlpine,
Nashville, TN, and fabricated by Bjork Studio,
Atlanta, GA
Chandelier – Urban Electric, Charleston, SC
Drapery fabric – Angela Brown, New York, NY
Area rug – Merida, Boston, MA
MASTER BATH
Cabinetry – Grimes Cabinets LLC, Biloxi, MS
Hanging pendant – Visual Comfort,
visualcomfort.com
Shower designed by Alys Beach Interior Design,
Alys Beach, FL, and fabricated by Patina Tile,

Panama City Beach, FL
Lounge – Serena & Lily, Atlanta, GA
Stool – Noir, J Douglas, Atlanta, GA
MASTER BEDROOM
Bed and headboard custom designed by
McAlpine, Nashville, TN, and fabricated by Stewart
Furniture, Fries, VA
Bedside chests – Noir, J Douglas, Atlanta, GA
Lamps – Arteriors, J Douglas, Atlanta, GA
Cabinet – Club CU, High Point, NC
Floor lamp – Visual Comfort, visualcomfort.com
Chaise and ottoman – Hickory Chair by Ray Booth,
High Point, NC
Chandelier – Made goods, City of Industry, CA
Drapery fabric – Creation Baumann, Paul Plus,
Atlanta, GA
Area rug – Lenos Ltd, Nashville, TN

KITCHEN
Cabinetry designed by Alys Beach Interior Design,
Alys Beach, FL, and fabricated by Grimes
Cabinets LLC, Biloxi, MS
Stools – Lee Industries, Conover, NC
Pendant lighting – Visual Comfort,
visualcomfort.com
OUTDOOR KITCHEN AND LOUNGE
Sofa – Four Hands, Houston, TX
Pillows – Marie Smit, Drapes of Distinction,
Nashville, TN
Lounge chairs – Lee Industries,
Conover, NC
Cocktail table – Palecek, New York, NY
Drink table – Club CU, High Point, NC
Console – Made Goods, City of
Industry, CA

